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SERVICES
SPECIFICATION

Electrical connection

Refrigerated gas connection

Cold water connection

Waste outlet

16 A socket

WARNING:
installation and start up must be done only by skilled, well trained engineers. IGLU cannot be held
accountable for damages to people and/or things caused by incorrect handling and/or installation.
All the equipment must be firmly and safely fixed, fastening or welding them to the floor, the walls
and/or the roof, depending on height and shape and site conditions. This choice will be taken by
the installer, depending on the equipment and site conditions, on his own reasoning,
clearing IGLU by any kinds of responsibility.

COPYRIGHT:
IGLU Cold Systems s.r.l. owns the copyright of this drawing which remains IGLU's property and must not
be wholly or partially used or copied without our permission in writing, and without adequate
compensation for the design submitted. It is supplied in confidence. It may not be used for any purpose
other than that for which it is supplied and must not be reproduced or assigned without our permission in
writing. We reserve the right to charge accordingly for the preparation and submission of drawings.

Pearl S: 2 glass drawer display case
- Overall dimensions (W x D x H): 1200 x 750 x 870 mm
- Drop-in version
- To be drop in to the counter by others
- Outside in brass, satin finish with anti fingerprint treatment,

where on sight
- Inside in s/s AISI304, mirror finished where on sight
- High pressure polyurethane foamed body
- Glass drawers with black serigraphy
- No locks
- Captivating louvres design
- Ultra-clear glass
- Led lights combined to backlit base
- Warm dimmable LED lights
- LED strips with diffuser, anti UV lens; no dots visible
- LED strips positioned on operator's side
- Gas R134A
- Integral Version
- Drain for condensate with self-evaporating system
- Powered at 230V - 50 Hz
- Self-diagnostic test, data mining
- Proprietary parametric digital controller
- Rated for class 3 environments (25°C - 60 %rH)

FIRST EMISSION AZ 27/07/17

ATTENZIONE:
l'instalalzione e la messa in funzione delle apparechiature va fatta da personale qualificato.
Iglu non si rende responsbile di danni a persone o cose causate da un errata movimentazione
o installazione.Tutte le apparechiature devono esssere messe in sicurezza ancorandole al
pavimento,alle pareti o al soffitto a secondadi altezza e forma. La scelta è operata
dall'installatore, a seconda delle apparecchiature e delle condizioni del sito, in piena liberta e
svincolando Iglu da ogni responsabilità

CONDIZIONI AMBIENTALI: CLASSE 3 / 25°C - 60%RH

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS: CLASS 3 / 25°C - 60%RH

ALL DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS

IGLU Cold Systems - Via Agnelli, 6
Villotta di chions (PN) - Tel. +39 0434 630840
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